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Steel Mountain Trading Double Shelf Assembly and Installation instructions 

 
Assemble pieces as shown below.  Can be firmly hand tightened.  If you choose to use a hand 
tool to tighten, cover pipe with soft cloth, being careful not to scratch pipe. Repeat for second 
bracket.  See information box (middle left of this page) for further instructions.  When ready 
see page 2 for mounting instructions. 
  

Tee 

12” Pipe 
- 

12” Pipe 
- 

Horizontal pipes will be 8, 10, 
or 12 inches long depending 
on shelf depth purchased 

90 Elbow Flange 

Parts Included: 
- Flange x6 
- 12” Pipes x4 

(vertical pipe) 
- 8, 10, or 12” 

Pipes x6 
(horizontal pipe) 

- 90 Elbow x4 
- Tee x2 
- Wood Shelves 

x2 (if purchased) 

***If you 
purchased our 
“industrial original 
finish” pipes, they 
are uncoated and 
require cleaning a 
sealing.  See 
“cleaning and 
sealing 
instructions” pdf on 
product website for 
instructions.  
Cleaning and 
sealing after 
assembling, but 
before installation 
is recommended. If 
you purchased 
painted pipes, 
cleaning and sealing 
not required*** 
Proceed to 
installation! 
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Installation into a Stud Instructions (Recommended) 

Best done with a partner to help! 
 

1. Determine height and location you would like the shelf.  Find studs where you will 
mount left and right brackets, mark vertical line directly over studs with pencil at height 
of top bracket. 

2. On vertical drawn line (from previous step), measure height you would like shelf on wall, 
mark horizontal line over stud on wall with pencil. Ideally creating a crosshair (+) 
between your two lines. (This will match up with the top hole on the top flange of your 
bracket). 

3. Starting with one bracket, hold assembled bracket against wall in desired location, align 
top flange screw hole over pencil marks on stud. Place screw in top hole, secure loosely. 

4. Hold level along the side the bracket, ensuring bracket is level. Mark remaining holes on 
brackets over studs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Align remaining holes with marks over studs and secure with screws.  Now ensure you 
tighten the top screw! 

6. Next, hold remaining bracket over desired stud at approximate height of mounted 
bracket.  Run level from the mounted bracket to the unmounted bracket and raise or 
lower unmounted bracket until level with mounted bracket. Ensure you remain over the 
stud! 

 
 

 

     
Or 

Right option is best but either 
will ensure strong support 
from mounting to studs 

Studs 
behind 

wall 
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7. Once level and the top flange mounting holes are over stud, mark top flange hole with 

pencil. Secure top flange hole with screw loosely. 
8. Repeat steps 4 & 5 from above. 
9. Now place your shelves over the bottom two shelf supports 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Congratulations, you’ve finished your assembly and installation!!! Now find the perfect 
keepsakes to place on your new beautiful shelf.   
 

Proceed if installing into hollow wall, such as drywall, not directly into a stud. 
 

Installation into Drywall Instructions 
 

1. ***If installing in drywall or other hollow wall, it is your responsibility to ensure you 
purchase the proper anchors to support the weight of the shelf itself and anything you 
decide to place on the shelves.  Steel Mountain Trading is not responsible for shelf 
malfunction due to improper mounting. (see possible anchor options below)*** 

2. Hold left bracket in desired location on wall, ensuring level as shown how in previous 
directions on page 2.   

3. Mark all desired holes to anchor (recommended at least 2 holes per flange= ~12 anchors 
for the shelf). 

a. If flange holes form (+), mark top and bottom middle holes 
b. If flange holes form (x), mark top left and right holes 

4. Place bracket aside and install anchors per the package instructions at each marked 
flange hole location. 
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Threaded Anchor, 25-75 lbs. Screw Anchor, 25-55 lbs.        Toggle Bolt Anchor, up to 100 lbs. depending on size.        Snap Toggle Anchor, >100 lbs. 

5. Secure bracket in place using proper screws for anchors. 
6. Place right bracket in desired location, ensuring level, as shown in previous directions on 

page two.  
7. Repeat steps 2-4 for second bracket. 
8. Install shelves as seen on page 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Thank you again for shopping at Steel Mountain Trading! 
Don’t forget to LIKE us on Facebook and FOLLOW us on Instagram! 

 
 
 
 

 
Facebook.com/steelmountaintrading            Instagram.com/steelmountaintrading 

 
 

- For any issues with assembly & installation please email 
help@steelmountaintrading.com. 

- To send us pictures of your new install (we love hearing from our customers about their 
experiences with SMT) please email sales@steelmountaintrading.com. 


